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(For Projects Started After January 2011)
NOMINATION FORM - DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION: DECEMBER 1, 2012

Company Name:

Street Address:

City: State: Zip:

Telephone: Fax: e-Mail:

Plant Manager:

Submitted by & Title:

Date of Initiative (from/to):

Safety Initiative Description, (examples: guarding, process improvement, training, incentives):

Please Identify Employees Who Were Involved:

How did the Initiative Develop?

Has the Initiative Remained in Effect?:

How has the Initiative Benefitted the Workplace in Safety or Otherwise:

Categories:
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Note: Judging critera will include originality, severity of hazzard that was overcome, and number of employees that were directly effected.

Was it implemented
company wide?
(greater than 5 locations)

Was it implemented at
individual locations?
(less than 5 locations)

Was the initiative
focused on a piece of
existing operation
equipment?
(i.e. cage roller, pipe
machine, fork lift, etc.)

Fill out all info and 
use the submit button 
on page 2 to send this 
form and attach an image.
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company wide?  
(greater than 5 locations) 

 X Was it implemented at 
individual locations? 
(less than 5 locations) 

   Was the initiative focused 
on a piece of existing 
equipment? (i.e., cage roller, 
pipe machine, forklift, etc.) 
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	company: Rinker Materials-Concrete Pipe Division CEMEX
	address: 4200 Universal Drive
	city: Diamond
	state: OH
	zip: 44412
	telephone: 330-654-2501
	fax: 330-654-3302
	email: brentc.hilliard@cemex.com
	plant: Brent Hilliard
	submitted: Brent Hilliard-Production Manager
	date: 1/1/12 - 12/1/12
	safety: Over the years of producing  Packerhead pipe, we would use an adjustable lifting device to set top rings for our 42" and 48" pipe.  The lifting device was composed of pre-tapped holes adjusted for which size top ring you are using.  Over time, these pre-tapped holes wore out and created a hazardous condition for us.  The adjustable bar began drifting on us during production and had the possibility of dropping the top ring while transporting it to the form.  This put our jib crane operator, lift truck operator, and various laborers at risk due to this suspended load.  These top rings weigh between 250-350 lbs. each.
	please: Brent Hilliard, Jack Peaco, Richard Tasker Jr.
	how 1: The above situation prompted our maintenance crew to begin thinking about new lifting devices.  They proceeded to take stock material we had at the plant and fabricate separate lifting devices for each size.  Each lifting device is a solid piece designed for the exact width of our top ring.  They have multiple welds and a balanced lifting point to ensure even transportation.  They are marked separately per size for easy identification.  They are lighweight so when we remove them during production there is minimal effort needed.  They are marked clearly for maximum loads.  They have been load tested by an outside vendor and the size marking serves as a serial number to track for annual inspections.  They are cost effective, total cost for materials for 1 lifting device is roughly $50.00.  Load testing is roughly 200.00
	has: We just had them load tested and employee response has been overwhelmingly positive. These have been our standard lifting devices for 42" & 48" Packerhead pipe. There are no other options to set top rings for these sizes so they have been fully implemented into our process. They will be load tested and inspected every year & tracked to maintain safety standards.
	how 2: The employees that are directly affected by these new lifting devices have all been positive about the change.  They really think that these are much safer than our old option and agree that this makes their job easier and safer.  They also really like the lightweight design.  When you have to remove this device 60-80 times a day, the weight really plays a factor.
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